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This study intends to search the solutions and alternatives to improve the remuneration 
scheme that MX is applying thru analyze and re-design it, and try to be as a reference on 
compensation and benefits management for similar enterprises.  
Starting from the related theories and being under the guidance of modern 
remuneration management practice, this paper is trying to re-design the compensation and 
benefits structure of MX Company by applying the 3P remuneration model. On the base of 
emphasizing the consistence with MX company strategy and thoroughly considering 
internal and external affecting factors, the analysis of the existing remuneration scheme of 
MX Company, and thru the comparison and evaluation of contributions to company for 
various positions the new scheme comes out. 
This paper contains five chapters. Chapter 1 describes the purpose and meaning of the 
study, as well as the frame and measures. Chapter 2 cites the related theories of 
remuneration design and management which are applied in the paper. Chapter 3 analyzes 
the existing remuneration scheme of MX Company, raises out the questions and digs out 
the problems. Chapter 4 is the main body of the paper, which introduces and states the 
details of the strategy and steps/processes of remuneration re-design. Chapter 5 tries to give 
out the risk abatement solutions during the application and implementation of new scheme. 
Finally summarize and conclude the study. 
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图2-1： 薪酬的构成  
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